Golden Triangle Bull Terrier Club
Greater Clarksburg West Virginia KC
June 19, 2016
Judge: Susie Kingsley Harris
My sincerest thanks to the Golden Triangle Bull Terrier Club for the opportunity to judge
at your specialty. It was a great pleasure to go over such excellent quality. Thank you for
bringing out your beautiful dogs. Special thanks to Jacquie Smith for chauffeuring me
about and giving me a quick tour of Pittsburgh as I have never seen it before!
COLORED
Winners Dog
Dishler’s BRIGHTON’S DREAM BOY IN ACTION (GCH Apprentice Finnegan Begin Again
CA CGC ex Action Dreamdish) Very balanced and athletic red and white with ample
bone. Packed head with smooth profile. Good expression. Good length of neck and
short back. Deep chest for only being a little over a year old. Shapely underline. Good
feet and nice rear angulation. A very promising young dog.
Reserve Winners Dog
Betancourt’s RED RED WINE PB FLOKY (Perseus Fantasy ex Modern Girl) Powerful red
and white with a strong head and a lot of fill under the eye. Dark well-placed eye. Tons
of bone and good feet. Movement a little choppy on this day.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Lindquist and Krukenkamp’s MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON (Emred Devil’s Spy ex
GCH CH Madcap Jump the Broom) Shapely young brindle and white girl with a very
pretty outline. Smooth profile and filled head. Nice expression and good bite. Her neck
flows into a level topline which she holds on the move. Great feet. Moved well coming
and going.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Lindquist and Krukenkamp’s MADCAP JUMP AND JUSTIFY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH
CH Madcap Jump the Broom) Red and white puppy with a well-filled head and
sweeping profile. Beautiful cat-like feet both front and rear. Well balanced outline.
Short-coupled with level topline. Moved well in all directions. She has a great future
ahead of her.
Best of Variety
Sottile, Berez, and Conca’s CH. ACTION’S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC (Emred Huntsman ex
GCH Action Headed for Power) Compact powerhouse of a girl. Wide head filled to the
very end; no tapering or indentations. Smooth profile and excellent expression. Great
bone and substance. Straight, wide front with beautiful, cat-like feet both front and
rear. Very balanced, she moved with a jaunty air in all directions and was presented in
superb condition.
Best of Opposite Sex
Wiggins and Main’s YORK DARK MOON RISING (Emred Devils Advocate ex York White
Moon) Super typy tri-colored dog that was moved up from the 12-18 month old class.

His head is wide and packed to the very end without any narrowing. Smooth profile
and excellent expression. Short back and plenty of bone. Straight front with beautiful
tight feet both front and rear. Carrying a little too much weight on this day which took
away from his athletic outline, but he moved well and with a typical Bull Terrier spring
to his step. This is a very nice young dog with a bright future ahead of him.
Select Dog
Whitman, Perrott, Carter and Deevers’ GCH APPRENTICE FINNEGAN BEGIN AGAIN CA
CGC (CH Action Head Games ex Zayadi’s Hurricane Hallie) Upstanding, athletic brindle
and white that has a filled head and gentle curve to his profile. Superb feet. Covered
the ground with free, easy strides. Happy dog.
Select Bitch
Piles and Berez’s CH FORMULA FOR A POWER FILLED GINGER (Emred Huntsman ex
GCH Action Headed for Power) Statuesque red and white with beautiful lines. Moved
freely in all directions. Shown beautifully.
WHITE
Winners Dog and Best of Opposite Sex
McConnell and Bavol’s OLD ENGLAND’S ARCH ANGEL OF EMPRESS (Teirwgwyn Paper
Gansta at Bullyview ex GCH Old England’s White Imperial Empress) Extremely
masculine and ultra-typy dog that makes his entrance known. His head is powerful and
packed to the very end. Smooth profile with superb, wicked expression. Great
substance with nice, round bone. Moved with power and authority. Stud dog
exemplified.
Reserve Winners Dog
Whitmer and Valizadeh’s AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (GCH Yoeckydoes Gamin ex CH D Bar
Lady Gaga Tulsadoom) Young dog with strong head and good expression. Very
balanced with a short back and good angulation. Moved extremely well for a puppy. A
very promising young dog.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Wright, Thomas, and Cournoyer’s GLENTOM MINT TO BREAK THE RULES (Emred Devils
Spy ex GCH Glentom Rules Were Mint to be Broken) Upstanding, balanced girl with a
lovely shape. Nicely filled head with good bite. Beautiful straight front and excellent
feet. She moved really well in all directions. A very pretty picture when standing, but
she will drop her topline when not engaged with her handler.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Krysik, Carter, Deevers and Perrott’s APPRENTICE LOOKIN AHEAD (CH Moonflower
Scofield of Carradice ex GCH Apprentice Devil in a Red Dress) Compact girl with a
smooth profile and nicely filled head. Dark eye. Very balanced with good bone for her
size. Moved well. A difficult decision as it could have gone either way.

Best of Variety
Whitmer, Kilpatrick, and Roff’s GCH BILLIANBULLY BELLIGERENT AT BOBUDDY
(Bobuddy Trafalger ex Seasons in the Sun at Billianbully) Expression is a key feature of
the Bull Terrier, and this girl easily had the best varminty expression of the day! Her
eyes are slanted, triangular, dark and deep-set; simply stunning. She has a beautiful
smooth profile with enough fill. Slight mouth fault. She has flowing lines, adequate
bone, and a strong topline that she holds at every angle. Moves freely around the ring
due to her great construction and was handled to perfection.
Select Bitch
Lindquist and Krukenkamp’s GCH MADCAP KISS THE BRIDE RA TD NAP (CH Buoy’s Tri to
Fly at Skyline ex GCH Madcap When in Rome NAP NJP) This was my toughest decision
of the day. This girl is classically beautiful. Her head is filled with a smooth profile and
good depth of muzzle. She too has a slight mouth fault. Good bone, substance and a
beautiful outline. Excellent expression, but not as wicked as my BOV. A slight rise in
mid-topline that roached up even more on the move.

